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Abstract

The variability of the Southern Hemisphere (SH) extratropical large-scale circulation is dominated by the Southern Annular

Mode (SAM), whose timescale is extensively used as a key metric in evaluating state-of-the-art climate models. Past observa-

tional and theoretical studies suggest that the SAM lacks any internally generated (intrinsic) periodicity. Here, we show, using

observations and a climate model hierarchy, that the SAM has an intrinsic 150-day periodicity. This periodicity is robustly

detectable in the power spectra and principal oscillation patterns (aka dynamical mode decomposition) of the zonal-mean

circulation, and in hemispheric-scale precipitation and ocean surface wind stress. The 150-day period is consistent with the

predictions of a new reduced-order model for the SAM, which suggests that this periodicity is tied with a complex interaction

of turbulent eddies and zonal wind anomalies, as the latter propagate from low to high latitudes. These findings present a

rare example of periodic oscillations arising from the internal dynamics of the extratropical turbulent circulations. Based on

these findings, we further propose a new metric for evaluating climate models, and show that some of the previously reported

shortcomings and improvements in simulating SAM’s variability connect to the models’ ability in reproducing this periodicity.

We argue that this periodicity should be considered in evaluating climate models and understanding the past, current, and

projected Southern Hemisphere climate variability.
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Abstract13

The variability of the Southern Hemisphere (SH) extratropical large-scale circulation is14

dominated by the Southern Annular Mode (SAM), whose timescale is extensively used15

as a key metric in evaluating state-of-the-art climate models. Past observational and the-16

oretical studies suggest that the SAM lacks any internally generated (intrinsic) period-17

icity. Here, we show, using observations and a climate model hierarchy, that the SAM18

has an intrinsic 150-day periodicity. This periodicity is robustly detectable in the power19

spectra and principal oscillation patterns (aka dynamical mode decomposition) of the20

zonal-mean circulation, and in hemispheric-scale precipitation and ocean surface wind21

stress. The 150-day period is consistent with the predictions of a new reduced-order model22

for the SAM, which suggests that this periodicity is tied with a complex interaction of23

turbulent eddies and zonal wind anomalies, as the latter propagate from low to high lat-24

itudes. These findings present a rare example of periodic oscillations arising from the in-25

ternal dynamics of the extratropical turbulent circulations. Based on these findings, we26

further propose a new metric for evaluating climate models, and show that some of the27

previously reported shortcomings and improvements in simulating SAM’s variability con-28

nect to the models’ ability in reproducing this periodicity. We argue that this period-29

icity should be considered in evaluating climate models and understanding the past, cur-30

rent, and projected Southern Hemisphere climate variability.31

Plain Language Summary32

The Southern Annular Mode (SAM), which involves hemispheric-scale north-south33

movement of the midlatitude jet stream, dominates the variability of the Southern Hemi-34

sphere (SH) large-scale atmospheric circulation. The SAM has extensive impacts on the35

Southern Ocean and Antarctica, and the past, current, and future climate of the SH is36

often viewed through the lens of the SAM. Studies since early 1990s suggested that SAM’s37

variability lacks any internally generated periodic oscillation, as expected from the tur-38

bulent and thus chaotic nature of the midlatitude circulation. However, here we show39

using observational data, model data, and theory that SAM has an intrinsic 150-day pe-40

riodicity arising from the internal dynamics of the extratropical atmosphere. This 150-41

day oscillation clearly influences the variability of the hemispheric-scale precipitation and42

ocean surface wind stress, suggesting broader impacts of this periodicity on the SH weather43

and climate. We also found that many state-of-the-art climate models cannot faithfully44

reproduce this periodicity, providing an explanation for some of the previously reported45

shortcomings of these models in simulating SAM’s variability. Based on these findings,46

we propose new metrics and ideas for evaluating these models and understanding their47

shortcomings, and potentially, improving them.48

1 Introduction49

The variability of the Southern Hemisphere extratropical large-scale atmospheric50

circulation on intraseasonal to interannual timescales is dominated by the Southern An-51

nular Mode (SAM). The SAM describes hemispheric-scale, north-south fluctuations in52

the extratropical circulation throughout the troposphere and lower stratosphere, and it53

is often defined as the leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of zonally averaged54

meteorological fields such as the daily zonal wind (Kidson, 1988; Lorenz & Hartmann,55

2001; G. J. Marshall, 2003). The SAM has significant impacts on the Southern Hemi-56

sphere’s weather and climate; for example, it is linked to variations in the temperature,57

precipitation, sea ice, stratospheric ozone, and carbon cycle, as well as the surface wind58

stress across the Southern Ocean and the distribution of cloudiness around the perime-59

ter of Antarctica (Hall & Visbeck, 2002; Thompson & Solomon, 2002; Gillett et al., 2006;60

Ceppi & Hartmann, 2015; A. G. Marshall et al., 2018; Hell et al., 2021). The effects of61

past, current, and projected climate change on large-scale circulation in the Southern62
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Hemisphere and the resulting impacts on the ocean, cryosphere, and biogeochemical cy-63

cle are also often interpreted and connected through the structure and timescale of the64

SAM (Thompson & Solomon, 2002; Kushner et al., 2001; Gillett & Fyfe, 2013; Chiang65

et al., 2018; Banerjee et al., 2020). Furthermore, the fidelity of global climate models (GCMs)66

in simulating the spatio-temporal characteristics of the SAM compared to observations67

is one of the key metrics used to evaluate GCMs, particularly those in Coupled Model68

Intercomparison Project, CMIP (Gerber, Voronin, & Polvani, 2008; Simpson & Polvani,69

2016; Bracegirdle et al., 2020; Simpson et al., 2020; Morgenstern, 2021; J. Lee et al., 2021).70

As a result, understanding the dynamics, spatio-temporal variabilities, and trends of the71

SAM is of substantial importance and has been an active area of research since the early72

1990s.73

Past studies suggest that the temporal variability of the SAM is driven by varia-74

tions in forcing from eddy momentum fluxes acting on the leading EOF of zonal-mean75

zonal wind, referred to as EOF1 hereafter (Robinson, 1991; S. Feldstein & Lee, 1998; Robin-76

son, 2000; Lorenz & Hartmann, 2001; Gerber & Vallis, 2007; Chen & Plumb, 2009; Limpa-77

suvan et al., 2012; Simpson et al., 2013b; Byrne et al., 2016; Nie et al., 2014; Ma et al.,78

2017; Boljka et al., 2018; Hassanzadeh & Kuang, 2019; Lutsko & Hell, 2021). Lorenz and79

Hartmann (2001) introduced an elegant reduced-order model for the variability of EOF180

and this feedback between the zonal-mean flow and eddy forcing. Consistent with this81

reduced-order model of the SAM (referred to as LH01 hereafter; to be discussed in Sec-82

tion 3.3), reanalysis data and comprehensive GCM simulations show that the spectrum83

of the time-series of the SAM, i.e., the principal component (PC) of EOF1 (sometimes84

called the zonal index), follows a normally distributed red-noise process, lacking any no-85

ticeable periodicity or quasi-periodicity (Lorenz & Hartmann, 2001; Ma et al., 2017; S. B. Feld-86

stein, 2000).87

This observation has not been surprising. While periodic and quasi-periodic vari-88

abilities exist in the global climate system as a result of astronomical/orbital forcings89

(e.g., the seasonal cycle, Milinkovic cycle, and solar cycle) and exist in the tropical at-90

mosphere (Madden-Julien Oscillation and Quasi-Biennial Oscillation, QBO) and atmosphere-91

ocean coupled system (El Niño-Southern Oscillation, ENSO), internally generated vari-92

abilities in the extratropical atmosphere typically have red spectra, consistent with the93

turbulent and thus chaotic nature of the extratropical troposphere (Mitchell, 1976; Hart-94

mann, 2016). However, a notable exception was found recently: Thompson and Barnes95

(2014) showed that in the Southern Hemisphere extratropical circulation, the PC of the96

leading EOF of the zonal-mean eddy kinetic energy (EKE), which is called the baroclinic97

annular mode (BAM) and is distinct from the SAM (Thompson & Barnes, 2014; Thomp-98

son & Woodworth, 2014), has a noticeable 20- to 30-day periodicity in reanalysis data99

and a hierarchy of GCMs. They developed a reduced-order model for the BAM, show-100

ing that the periodicity arises from the feedbacks between the baroclinicity and the eddy101

heat flux associated with the leading EOF of the EKE. Nonetheless, it has remained the102

general understanding that unlike the BAM, the SAM has no intrinsic periodicity. That103

said, a little noticed 1994 paper by P. M. James et al. (1994) based on a very idealized104

GCM, recent work by Sheshadri and Plumb (2017), based on a principal oscillation pat-105

tern (POP), also known as dynamic mode decomposition (DMD), and theoretical pre-106

dictions from a newly developed reduced-order model of SAM by Lubis and Hassanzadeh107

(2021) implied—but did not further examine—that the SAM might have a ∼150-day pe-108

riodicity.109

In this paper, we show unambiguously, for the first time, that the SAM indeed has110

an ultra-long ∼150-day periodicity, which is distinct from the periodicity of the BAM111

(in terms of the timescale and mechanism). This periodicity is robustly detectable in the112

spectra of the zonal index and through the POP/DMD analysis of reanalysis datasets113

and of simulations from a hierarchy of idealized to comprehensive GCMs. We demon-114

strate that this periodicity is consistent with the theoretical predictions of the new reduced-115
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order model of Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021), which suggests that this periodicity is in-116

ternally generated in the extratropical atmosphere and is associated with the propagat-117

ing regime (Riehl et al., 1950; S. B. Feldstein, 1998; Son & Lee, 2006; Son et al., 2008;118

Sparrow et al., 2009; Sheshadri & Plumb, 2017) of the SAM (the distinction between the119

propagating and non-propagating annular modes will be discussed in Section 3.3). Based120

on this new model, not only the two leading EOFs of the zonal-mean zonal wind (EOF1121

and EOF2) have feedbacks on themselves, as already suggested by Lorenz and Hartmann122

(2001), but they also exert feedbacks on each other through varying eddy momentum123

fluxes (i.e., cross-EOF feedbacks) at lag times of around 10–20 days. The ∼150-day pe-124

riodicity is closely tied to the existence of cross-EOF feedbacks (Lubis & Hassanzadeh,125

2021).126

We also show that this ∼150-day periodicity has a clear signature in the variabil-127

ity of hemispheric-scale precipitation and the ocean surface wind stress, suggesting broader128

impacts on the climate variability of the Southern Hemisphere. Furthermore, we demon-129

strate that how well the propagating regime and this periodicity are simulated by CMIP5130

and CMIP6 models significantly affects the persistence of SAM in these GCMs. Based131

on this, we propose a new metric for evaluating state-of-the-art climate models and po-132

tentially improving them.133

2 Materials and Methods134

2.1 Reanalysis Datasets: ERA5, MERRA2, NCEP1, and NCEP2135

We use 6-hourly horizontal wind and precipitation data from the European Cen-136

ter for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) ERA5 reanalysis dataset (Hersbach137

et al., 2020) for the period from January 1979 to December 2020. We use the data with138

a horizontal resolution of 1◦ latitude × 1◦ longitude from 27 pressure levels between 1000139

and 100 hPa. The ERA5 precipitation is a model-derived quantity; however, it is cal-140

culated using physically consistent parameterizations that link atmospheric motions to141

precipitation (Hersbach et al., 2020). In addition, we also use daily zonal and meridional142

wind stress data from NCEP1 with a resolution of 2.5◦ latitude × 2.5◦ longitude. The143

data are provided from January 1979 to December 2020.144

For these variables (and any other variable in this paper), anomalies are computed145

by removing the mean seasonal cycle (except in the idealized GCM; in this case, the long-146

term mean is removed, as there is no seasonal cycle). The mean seasonal cycle is defined147

as the annual average and the first four Fourier harmonics of the daily climatology at148

each grid point (Lorenz & Hartmann, 2001). Removing the seasonal cycle using a dif-149

ferent approach, based on a 21-day running mean climatology (Sheshadri & Plumb, 2017),150

yielded the same results and conclusions.151

We also employ 6-hourly horizontal wind data from 1980–2020 from MERRA2 (Bosilovich152

et al., 2015) with a spatial resolution of 1.25◦ latitude × 1.25◦ longitude, and from 1979–153

2020 from NCEP1 (Kalnay et al., 1996) and NCEP2 (Kanamitsu et al., 2002) with a spa-154

tial resolution of 2.5◦ latitude × 2.5◦ longitude.155

2.2 CMIP5 and CMIP6 Datasets156

We use data from two phases of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP):157

CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012) and CMIP6 (Eyring et al., 2016). We use the daily aver-158

aged zonal wind at 500 hPa from 24 CMIP5 models and 20 CMIP6 models from “his-159

torical” simulations for the period from 1960–2005. A complete list of the CMIP mod-160

els is reported in Tables S3 and S4.161
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2.3 Idealized GCM Simulations162

We use 6-hourly horizontal wind data from simulations of two setups of the Geo-163

physical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) dry dynamical core GCM with a flat, uni-164

form lower boundary. For both setups, the GCM is integrated with a T63 spectral res-165

olution and 40 evenly spaced sigma levels in the vertical direction for 100000 days af-166

ter a 1000-day spin-up. In one setup, the parameter settings, forcing, and dissipation are167

identical to those in the “Held-Suarez benchmark” (Held & Suarez, 1994) in which an168

analytical profile approximating a troposphere in unstable radiative-convective equilib-169

rium and an isothermal stratosphere are used in the Newtonian relaxation scheme (with170

an equinoxial condition). The annular mode in this setup is in the non-propagating regime171

(as shown in Fig. 5). It is known that this setup’s annular mode is overly persistent (com-172

pared to the reanalysis), which had been often attributed to a too-strong EOF1-onto-173

EOF1 positive feedback in past studies (Chen & Plumb, 2009; Hassanzadeh & Kuang,174

2019). Recently, Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021) showed that the too-persistent annular175

mode in this setup is at least partly (if not entirely) due to the lack of cross-EOF feed-176

backs.177

The second setup is identical to the one used in Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021) and178

follows the approach of Sheshadri and Plumb (2017). In this setup, we prescribe diabatic179

heating by relaxing the temperature (in the troposphere and stratosphere) toward re-180

alistic background temperature equilibrium fields based on rapid radiative transfer mode181

(RRTM) calculations. The GCM’s southern (northern) hemisphere is in perpetual win-182

ter (summer). These choices result in a more realistic climatological large-scale circu-183

lation. The annular mode in this setup is in the propagating regime (as shown later in184

Fig. 5), and it has reasonable timescales in its southern hemisphere compared to the re-185

analysis.186

Note that as shown in Fig. S5, in the first setup (non-propagating), the climato-187

logical circulation has a single jet and the ratio of the explained variance of EOF1 to that188

of EOF2 is 3.1. In the second setup (propagating), there is a double-jet structure and189

the ratio is 1.2, which is consistent with the rule of thumb for the existence of the an-190

nular mode’s propagating regime identified by past studies: EOF1 and EOF2 should have191

an explained variance ratio of < 2 and there should be a double-jet structure (Son &192

Lee, 2006; Son et al., 2008; Hassanzadeh & Kuang, 2016).193

2.4 A CESM-WACCM Simulation194

In order to further support the results from the reanalysis datasets and idealized195

GCMs, we also use 100-year simulation data from NCAR’s Community Earth System196

Model (CESM) version 2. This is a state-of-the-art fully coupled model, which includes197

interactive ocean, land, and sea-ice components, and an atmospheric component with198

interactive chemistry (WACCM) version 6 (Gettelman et al., 2019). WACCM has a finite-199

volume dynamical core with standard 70 vertical levels (from the surface up to 140 km200

or ∼ 5.1 × 10−6 hPa) and a horizontal resolution of 0.9◦ latitude × 1.25◦ longitude. WACCM201

includes interactive chemistry and radiation. The QBO is internally generated in the model.202

The greenhouse gases and ozone-depleting substances are kept constant at the present-203

day conditions, allowing us to study the Southern Hemisphere variability isolated from204

any anthropogenic influence.205

2.5 EOF Analysis and Calculation of Zonal Indices zi and Eddy Forc-206

ings mi207

Before calculating the EOFs, the vertically averaged, zonal-mean zonal wind anoma-208

lies from 20◦S to 80◦S are calculated. The vertical average is taken from the surface up209

to 200 hPa to account for only the tropospheric variability. These fields are then weighted210
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by the square root of the cosine of the latitude ϕ to account for the decrease in area to-211

ward the pole (Simpson et al., 2013a; Lubis & Hassanzadeh, 2021).212

After calculating the EOFs, the zonal indices (z1 and z2) and time-series of eddy213

forcing (m1 and m2) are calculated as the projection of the vertically averaged (⟨·⟩) zonal-214

mean (̄·) zonal wind ⟨ū⟩ anomalies and vertically averaged zonal-mean eddy momentum215

flux convergence
〈
F̄
〉

anomalies onto the leading EOFs of ⟨ū⟩ anomalies (Lorenz & Hart-216

mann, 2001; Simpson et al., 2013a; Ma et al., 2017; Lubis & Hassanzadeh, 2021):217

zj(t) =
⟨u⟩(t) Wej√

eTj Wej
, (1)

mj(t) =
⟨F⟩(t) Wej√

eTj Wej
, (2)

where j = 1 or 2. zj (mj) is the component of the field ⟨ū⟩ (
〈
F̄
〉
) that projects onto

the latitudinal structure of the jth EOF, ej. Superscript T indicates the transpose. ⟨ū⟩(t)
and ⟨F̄

〉
(t) are ⟨ū⟩ (ϕ, t) and

〈
F̄
〉
(ϕ, t) with their latitude dimension vectorized, and W

is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the cos(ϕ) weighting used when defining the EOF
structure. Here,

〈
F̄
〉

is calculated as the convergence of the vertically averaged zonal-
mean eddy momentum flux:

⟨F ⟩(ϕ, t) = − 1

cos2 ϕ

∂(⟨u′v′ cos2 ϕ⟩)
a∂ϕ

, (3)

where primes are deviations from zonal means and a is the Earth’s radius. All data used218

in Eqs. (1)–(3) are daily means (averaged from 6-hourly data); note that the eddy fluxes219

are first computed using 6-hourly data and then averaged daily.220

As for CMIP models, because 6-hourly zonal wind data at all pressure levels were221

not archived for the CMIP5 and CMIP6 models, the modes are defined by calculating222

the first EOF of the daily, deseasonalized, latitude-weighted, 500-hPa zonal-mean zonal223

wind anomalies between 20◦S and 80◦S, following Gerber, Polvani, and Ancukiewicz (2008)224

and Bracegirdle et al. (2020). In ERA5, annular mode indices based on this definition225

are highly correlated with indices based on the vertically averaged, zonal-mean zonal wind226

anomalies (the average correlation is 0.996 in the Southern Hemisphere).227

3 Results228

3.1 The Intrinsic 150-day Periodicity of the SAM229

Figure 1a shows that the power spectrum of the SAM’s zonal index (z1) in the 1979-230

2020 ERA5 reanalysis dataset has a noticeable peak at around 150 days. This spectral231

peak in ERA5 is robust to changes in the time period (including 1950-2020) and param-232

eters used for estimating the spectrum (see Fig. S1). Similar peaks at ∼150 days are seen233

in the z1 spectra of 3 other reanalysis products (Fig. S2) and of CESM-WACCM, a fully234

coupled Earth system model (Fig. 1b). Among two specific setups of an idealized GCM235

(a dry dynamical core), the z1 spectrum of one setup has a prominent peak at ∼150 days236

(Fig. 1c), while the spectrum of the other setup lacks any peak and is red (Fig. 1d). As237

discussed later, the difference between these two setups is that the annular mode of the238

former (latter) setup is in the propagating (non-propagating) regime.239

To provide further evidence for the 150-day periodicity, we perform a POP/DMD240

analysis (Penland, 1989; Tu et al., 2014; Khodkar & Hassanzadeh, 2018). Unlike EOFs,241

which are purely statistical entities, the POP/DMD modes have close connections to the242

system’s dynamics, even for nonlinear systems (see Appendix A). The POP/DMD modes243
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Table 1. Periodicity of the SAM in the ERA5 reanalysis, two idealized GCM setups, and
CESM-WACCM. The second column shows the periodicity predicted by the theoretically derived
Eq. (7) given the estimates of bjk and τj in Table 2. The 25th and 75th percentiles provide a
measure of the uncertainty with respect to the choice of the lag time ℓ in estimating bjk (see the
Supporting Information for details). The third column shows the periodicity associated with the
peak of the z1 spectrum in Figs. 1a, b and S2d. The last column shows the periodicity of the
leading POP/DMD mode, computed as 2πλ−1

I , where λI is the imaginary part of the eigenvalue
(Eq. (A9)). See Appendix A for more details about the POP/DMD calculations. Note that for
the idealized GCM with a non-propagating regime, Eqs. (6) and (7) predict no periodicity (Ta-
ble 2), there is no peak in the z1 spectrum (Fig. 1c), and the leading POP/DMD mode is a real
number (λI = 0). Supplementary Table S1 shows the same analysis but for three other reanalysis
products.

Data
Periodicity predicted by Eq. (7)

(25th, mean, 75th)
(days)

Periodicity at the
peak of z1 spectrum

(days)

Periodicity of the
leading POP/DMD mode

(days)

ERA5 (141.2, 149.7, 152.1) 150.3 147.8

CESM-
WACCM (147.7, 152.3, 161.2) 156.5 149.5

GCM with
propagating

regime
(139.4, 146.5, 150.7) 146.3 141.8

GCM with
non-propagating

regime
- - -

and their eigenvalues can be complex; as a result, they can be used to identify decaying-244

oscillatory modes. In fact, Sheshadri and Plumb (2017) showed that in the propagating245

regime, EOF1 and EOF2 are coupled as the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of246

a single decaying-oscillatory POP/DMD mode. Figures 2a–d present the leading POP/DMD247

modes of ERA5 and the idealized GCM with the propagating regime, showing that the248

real and imaginary parts of each mode closely match EOF1 and EOF2, respectively (see249

Fig. S3 for a sensitivity analysis). The periods associated with these modes (from the250

eigenvalues’ imaginary parts), as well the leading POP/DMD modes of the the three other251

reanalysis products and CESM-WACCM simulations are around 150 days (see Tables 1252

and S1). In contrast to all these models/data, which have propagating annular modes,253

in the idealized GCM with the non-propagating regime, there is no single POP/DMD254

mode that contains both EOF1 and EOF2. Rather, EOF1 and EOF2 are each the real255

part of a different real POP/DMD mode (Figs. 2e, f). These modes are exponentially256

decaying and have no periodicity, consistent with the red spectrum of z1 in this model257

(Fig. 1d and Fig. S3c).258

The findings from examining the z1 spectra and the leading POP/DMD modes con-259

sistently point to the existence of a ∼150-day periodicity in the SAM and in the annu-260

lar modes of comprehensive and idealized GCMs. Next, we investigate whether this pe-261

riodicity affects the variability of some of the other key components of the Southern Hemi-262

sphere climate (Section 3.2), followed by investigating the source of this periodicity (Sec-263

tion 3.3) and analyzing CMIP models based on a new metric inspired by these findings264

(Section 4).265
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3.2 Footprints of the SAM’s 150-day Periodicity in Precipitation and266

Surface Wind Stress267

The influence of the periodic (and propagating) behavior of the SAM can be seen268

in the precipitation and surface wind stress across much of the Southern Hemisphere.269

Figures 3a, 3e, and 3i show the power spectra of the averaged total precipitation from270

20◦S–80◦S and zonal and meridional ocean surface wind stresses from reanalysis datasets.271

These spectra, particularly those for wind stresses, have prominent, isolated peaks at ∼150272

days, consistent with the SAM’s periodicity. The remaining panels provide further ev-273

idence for the influence of the propagating, periodic SAM on these fields by presenting274

lagged composite plots (see Appendix B for details). As shown in Fig. 3b, at a lag of −75275

days, there is a nearly annular band of positive (negative) precipitation anomalies around276

30◦S (45◦S). The positive anomalies then migrate poleward to 45◦S and a new band of277

negative anomalies emerges at 30◦S when the lag is equal to 0 (Fig. 3c). The anomaly278

patterns at a lag of 0 are completely out of phase with those at a lag of −75 days, in-279

dicating the first half of the oscillation period. At a lag of 75 days, the annular bands280

have moved further poleward and now resemble the patterns at a lag of −75 days, thus281

completing a 150-day cycle (Fig. 3d).282

Figures 3f–h and 3j–l show similar, even clearer, propagating 150-day periodic be-283

havior in lagged composite plots of zonal and meridional wind stresses. This is consis-284

tent with previous studies demonstrating the influence of the SAM on Southern Ocean285

surface winds (A. G. Marshall et al., 2018; Hell et al., 2021). Recently, Xue et al. (2021)286

showed evidence of the coupling between the subseasonal oscillations in the Southern Hemi-287

sphere midlatitude ocean and atmosphere. In particular, they found a slower oceanic os-288

cillation on a timescale of ∼ 100−150 days that seems to be forced from the atmosphere.289

Although we do not further investigate the source of this oceanic oscillation here, we sug-290

gest the possibility that it is driven by the propagating SAM on a timescale of ∼ 150291

days, given the strong effects of the SAM on Southern Ocean surface winds (A. G. Mar-292

shall et al., 2018; Hell et al., 2021).293

Overall, the results of Fig. 3 signify the influence of the propagating and 150-day294

periodic behavior of the SAM on the Southern Hemisphere climate at the hemispheric295

scale.296

3.3 Source of the Periodicity: The Propagating Regime of the SAM297

The results so far indicate that the power spectra in four reanalysis datasets, CESM-298

WACCM, and the idealized GCM with a propagating regime have a noticeable peak at299

around 150 days, matching the periodicity of the leading POP/DMD modes (Figs. 1–300

2 and Tables 1 and S1). This periodicity also has a clear signature in the variability of301

the hemispheric-scale precipitation and surface wind stress (Fig. 3).302

Below, we show that the source of this periodicity is the propagating regime of the303

annular modes, and that its underlying dynamics is the cross-EOF eddy feedbacks. In304

what follows, we first discuss the key characteristics of propagating and non-propagating305

regimes.. Then we present the predictive reduced-order model of Lubis and Hassanzadeh306

(2021), which provides further insight into the source of this periodicity.307

3.3.1 Characteristics of Propagating Annular Modes308

Figures 4a, b show the patterns of EOF1 and EOF2 as well as the climatological309

zonal-mean zonal wind in the Southern Hemisphere in the year-round ERA5 reanaly-310

sis. Figure 4c presents the one-point lag-correlation map of the zonal-mean zonal wind311

anomalies integrated across the depth of the troposphere and reconstructed from pro-312

jections onto EOF1 and EOF2. This map shows that the wind anomalies typically emerge313

in low latitudes and propagate coherently poleward. This propagating behavior can also314
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be seen in Fig. 4d, which presents the cross-correlation between z1 and z2 (the PCs of315

EOF1 and EOF2) at different time lags. While PCs are independent at a lag of 0 by de-316

sign, z1 and z2 are rather strongly correlated at large positive and negative time lags (>317

±7 days), peaking at around ±10 days. This suggests that after about 7 days, the EOF2318

(EOF1) pattern drifts poleward and resembles that of EOF1 (EOF2, but with the op-319

posite sign).320

To better demonstrate the distinction between the annular mode’s propagating and321

non-propagating behavior (loosely called regimes), Figs. 5a–c show the one-point lag-correlation322

maps and z1z2 cross-correlations for two specific setups of an idealized GCM (a dry dy-323

namical core). Figure 5a shows that in one setup (the original Held-Suarez setup (Held324

& Suarez, 1994)), the anomalies emerge and decay in the same latitude bands and do325

not meridionally propagate. In this non-propagating regime, the annular mode is very326

persistent, and as seen in Fig. 5c, z1 and z2 have small (often statistically insignificant)327

cross-correlations at any time lag. In contrast, the annular mode of the other setup is328

in the propagating regime: the anomalies propagate meridionally (Fig. 5b), and z1 and329

z2 have strong cross-correlations that peak at around ±20 days (Fig. 5c).330

As discussed in earlier studies (Son & Lee, 2006; Son et al., 2008; Sparrow et al.,331

2009; Sheshadri & Plumb, 2017; Lubis & Hassanzadeh, 2021; I. N. James & Dodd, 1996)332

and as shown in Figs. 4c, d and 5a–c, the propagating annular mode is characterized by333

the meridional propagation of the large-scale zonal wind anomalies in the midlatitude334

troposphere, in which the variability is dominated not by EOF1 alone, but by coupled335

EOF1 and EOF2. The existence of the propagating regime in the Southern Hemisphere336

is evident from the one-point lag-correlation map in Fig. 4c and the z1z2 cross-correlation337

in Fig. 4d, although the poleward-propagating signal and the cross-correlations are not338

as strong as those in the idealized GCM (Figs. 5b, c; also see Sheshadri and Plumb (2017)).339

Recently, Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021) showed that this EOF1-EOF2 coupling has im-340

portant implications for eddy-zonal flow interactions in the annular mode dynamics and341

the reduced-order model needed to describe the Southern Hemisphere large-scale zonal-342

mean circulation, as briefly discussed below.343

Figure 4e shows the cross-correlation between zj and mj at different time lags for344

j = 1 and 2 in the Southern Hemisphere, where mj is the time-series of the eddy mo-345

mentum forcing on the jth EOF and is computed as the eddy momentum flux divergence346

regressed onto zj (see Eq. (2) and Supporting Information). As discussed by Lorenz and347

Hartmann (2001) and in many later studies, the positive m1z1 cross-correlations at pos-348

itive time lags of 4–20 days indicate an EOF1-onto-EOF1 positive feedback through eddy-349

mean flow interaction: the anomalous zonal-mean flow associated with EOF1 modifies350

the transient eddies at timescales longer than synoptic timescales such that these eddies351

reinforce EOF1, thus increasing the annular mode’s persistence (Simpson et al., 2013a;352

Byrne et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2017; Hassanzadeh & Kuang, 2019). The LH01 reduced-353

order model, which is explained shortly, describes the variability of EOF1 alone and ac-354

counts for this positive EOF1-onto-EOF1 feedback. Unlike EOF1, m2z2 cross-correlations355

are negligible beyond +5 days, indicating that there is no EOF2-onto-EOF2 feedback.356

Figure 5d shows similar behavior in both propagating and non-propagating regimes in357

the two setups of the idealized GCM: positive (negligible) m1z1 (m2z2) cross-correlations358

occur at time lags beyond +5 days.359

Given the coupling of EOF1 and EOF2 at time lags of 4–20 days in the propagat-360

ing regime, Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021) proposed that in addition to EOF1-onto-EOF1361

feedback, there might be also cross-EOF feedbacks: EOF1 (EOF2) may affect EOF2 (EOF1)362

by modifying m2 (m1). Figure 4f shows that m1 and z2 and m2 and z1 indeed have rel-363

atively strong positive and negative correlations, respectively, beyond the synoptic timescales,364

suggesting the existence of cross-EOF feedbacks (note that P. M. James et al. (1994) and365

Lorenz and Hartmann (2001) also found evidence of a propagating feedback common to366

both EOF1 and EOF2). Figure 5e further shows that such cross-correlations exist in the367
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propagating regime but not in the non-propagating regime. Consequently, Lubis and Has-368

sanzadeh (2021) proposed an extension to the LH01 reduced-order model to explicitly369

account for EOF1-EOF2 coupling and the cross-EOF feedbacks.370

3.3.2 The Reduced-Order Model for Propagating Annular Modes: A Pre-371

dictive Model for the Periodicity372

Following the approach of Lorenz and Hartmann(Lorenz & Hartmann, 2001), prog-373

nostic equations for z1 and z2 can be derived by projecting the zonal-mean, vertically374

averaged zonal momentum equation onto EOF1 and onto EOF2:375

dz1
dt

= m1 −
z1
τ1

, (4)

dz2
dt

= m2 −
z2
τ2

, (5)

where t is time. The last term in each equation represents damping (mainly due to sur-376

face friction), which is modeled as Rayleigh drag with a timescale τ . Assuming that eddy-377

zonal flow feedbacks (i.e., the impact of zj on mk) can be adequately represented using378

a linear model and that the eddy forcing mj does not have long-term memory indepen-379

dent of the variability in the zonal-mean flow, one can further write m1 = m̃1+b11z1+380

b12z2 and m2 = m̃2+ b21z1+ b22z2. Here, the constant bjk is the strength of the feed-381

back of zk onto zj through the modification of mj (b12 and b21 are the strengths of cross-382

EOF feedbacks). m̃j is the random eddy forcing, independent of the zonal-mean flow (thus,383

not a function of any z). Note that the above assumptions are the same as those pro-384

posed by Lorenz and Hartmann (2001).385

Table 2 shows the values of bjk and τj estimated from data from ERA5, the two386

idealized GCM setups, and CESM-WACCM. In ERA5, the idealized GCM with a prop-387

agating regime, and CESM-WACCM, b12 and b21 are not small; rather, they are of the388

same order of magnitude as b11, indicating the importance of explicitly accounting for389

the cross-EOF feedbacks. In the idealized GCM with a non-propagating regime, b12 and390

b21 are much smaller than b11 and are nearly zero.391

With b12 = 0, Eq. (4) becomes the celebrated single-EOF1 LH01 model, which
only admits an exponentially decaying solution with a damping timescale (b11 − 1/τ1
). However, depending on the six values of bjk and τj , the coupled EOF1-EOF2 model
of Eqs. (4) and (5) can have two types of solutions: exponentially decaying solutions,
which correspond to the non-propagating regime, or decaying-oscillatory solutions, which
correspond to the propagating regime (Lubis & Hassanzadeh, 2021). In particular, the
analytical solution of Eqs. (4) and (5) in the deterministic limit m̃j = 0 (see the Sup-
porting Information for the derivation) shows that the necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for the existence of the decaying-oscillatory solution is{(

1

τ1
− 1

τ2

)
− (b11 − b22)

}2

+ 4b12b21 < 0, (6)

which also indicates that a necessary condition is b12b21 < 0, i.e., non-zero cross-EOF
feedbacks of opposite signs. Equation (6) correctly predicts the regime of ERA5, the ide-
alized GCMs, and CESM-WACCM based on the estimated bjk and τj values; see Table 2.
More importantly, the analytical solution also shows that the frequency of this oscilla-
tion (propagation) is

ω =
1

2

√{(
1

τ1
− 1

τ2

)
− (b11 − b22)

}2

+ 4b12b21. (7)

Inserting the estimated bjk and τj values for ERA5 (Table 2), MERRA2, NCEP1,392

or NCEP2 into Eq. (7) leads to the prediction that the SAM oscillates with a period of393
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Table 2. Feedback strengths and damping timescales estimated from data from the ERA5
reanalysis, two idealized GCM setups, and CESM-WACCM. The feedback strengths bjk and
damping timescales τj , i, k = 1, 2, appear in the coupled EOF1-EOF2 reduced-order model (see
Eqs. (4) and (5)). Values of bjk are estimated (in day−1) from data using the method introduced
in Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021), which is based on the lagged-regression method of Simpson
et al. (2013a); see the Supporting Information for details. Values of τj are estimated (in day−1)
using the method outlined in Lorenz and Hartmann (2001). Values of bjk are reported as the
mean and the 25th and 75th percentiles of the estimated feedback value distribution (calculated
over the range of the time lag ℓ shown in the next-to-last column; see the Supporting Information
for details). The 25th and 75th percentiles provide a measure of the uncertainty with respect to
the choice of the lag time ℓ. The last column indicates whether the annular mode is in the propa-
gating or non-propagating regime according to the theoretically derived criterion (Eq. (6)) given
these estimates of bjk and τj .

Feedbacks (day−1) (25th, mean, 75th)Data
b11 b12 b21 b22

τ1 τ2
Time lags
ℓ (days)

Predicted regime
based on Eq. (6)

ERA5
(0.0451,
0.0475,
0.0489)

(0.0697,
0.0714,
0.0719)

(-0.0317,
-0.0283,
-0.0276)

(0.0133,
0.0137,
0.0140)

8.3 8.4 7–15 propagating

CESM-
WACCM

(0.0435,
0.0445,
0.0551)

(0.0650,
0.0658,
0.0667)

(-0.0317,
-0.0293,
-0.0290)

(0.0103,
0.0127,
0.0129)

8.2 8.3 7–15 propagating

GCM with
propagating

regime

(0.0921,
0.0937,
0.1074)

(0.0631,
0.0647,
0.0805)

(-0.0465,
-0.0430,
-0.0382)

(0.0285,
0.0287,
0.0307)

7.4 7.6 8–20 propagating

GCM with
non-propagating

regime

(0.1231,
0.1247,
0.1275)

(0.0029,
0.0030,
0.0031)

(0.0017,
0.0018,
0.0020)

(0.0155,
0.0175,
0.0185)

7.1 7.4 8–20 non-propagating

∼ 150 days, which is basically the same as the period identified by the peak of the power394

spectra and the eigenvalue of the lading the leading POP/DMD mode (Tables 1 and S1;395

Figs. 1 and S2). Similarly, based on the estimated bjk and τj values (Table 2), Eq. (7)396

predicts periods of about 146.5 and 152.3 days for the annular modes of the idealized397

GCM with a propagating regime and CESM-WACCM, respectively (Table 1), consis-398

tent with the results from the power spectra and POP/DMD analysis (Fig. 1 and Ta-399

ble 1). In contrast, the circulation of the idealized GCM with a non-propagating regime400

does not satisfy Eq. (6), simply because b12b21 > 0 (Table 2). Therefore, the reduced-401

order model correctly predicts the existence of the non-propagating regime, and lack of402

any periodicity in the power spectra of POP/DMD modes of this GCM, consistent with403

the results of Figs. 1–2.404

To further demonstrate the distinction between the z1 power spectra of propagat-405

ing and non-propagating annular modes, we also conduct a number of experiments us-406

ing a stochastic prototype of Eqs. (4)–(5). In these experiments, a range of values of eddy407

feedbacks and damping are prescribed to produce propagating and non-propagating regimes408

(see the Supporting Information and Table S2 for details). Figure S4 shows the power409

spectra of the synthetic data from these experiments. In the non-propagating regime,410

the power spectrum is red and has no periodicity (black curve in Fig. S4); it closely re-411

sembles the one in Fig. 1d. However, in the propagating regime, the spectrum has a peak412
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(red curve in Fig. S4), exactly as predicted from the reduced-order model, that resem-413

bles the one in Fig. 1c. It is also demonstrated that the stronger the cross-EOF eddy feed-414

backs, the shorter the periodicity (green and orange curves in Fig. S4), suggesting the415

importance of these feedbacks in setting the oscillatory behavior and persistence of the416

SAM (shorter periodicity leads to shorter persistence (Lubis & Hassanzadeh, 2021); see417

below).418

These results show the ability of the coupled EOF1-EOF2 reduced-order model (Eqs. (4)–419

(5)) to predict the ∼ 150-day periodicity of the extratropical, large-scale circulation when420

the only source of variability is the internal dynamics of the atmosphere, as is the case421

in the idealized GCMs. Even in the reanalysis and a fully coupled GCM (CESM-WACCM),422

where there are additional sources of variability, the periodicity predicted by Eq. (7) is423

robustly detectable in the power spectra and the leading POP/DMD modes. These re-424

sults also demonstrate that the source of the periodicity is the annular mode’s propa-425

gating regime, which itself is tied to the existence of non-zero cross-EOF eddy feedbacks.426

4 Implications for the Persistence of the SAM in CMIP Models: A New427

Metric428

Most GCMs, from idealized models to the state-of-the-art CMIP models, simulate429

annular modes that are too persistent, i.e., the e-folding decorrelation time of z1 is too430

large compared to that of a reanalysis (Simpson & Polvani, 2016; J. Lee et al., 2021; Ger-431

ber, Voronin, & Polvani, 2008). This has caused some concerns about the fidelity of these432

models in simulating the large-scale circulation’s response to increased greenhouse gas433

concentrations (Simpson & Polvani, 2016; Gerber, Voronin, & Polvani, 2008; Gerber, Polvani,434

& Ancukiewicz, 2008; Hassanzadeh & Kuang, 2016), particularly as the problems has435

persisted through phase 3 to 6 of CMIP (Bracegirdle et al., 2020; Simpson et al., 2020;436

Morgenstern, 2021; J. Lee et al., 2021). Figure 6 shows the autocorrelation function of437

z1 in the period of 1960-2005 in a number of CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012) and CMIP6438

(Eyring et al., 2016) models. In general, CMIP6 models show a significant improvement439

in the representation of the SAM timescale year-round: in CMIP5 models, the e-folding440

decorrelation time is 15.5 ± 4.5 days, while it is 12.4 ± 1.7 days in CMIP6 models, which441

is closer to the 11.3 days timescale of ERA5. This improvement in the SAM timescales442

of the CMIP6 models can also be seen from the spread of the autocorrelation functions,443

which is much narrower compared to CMIP5 models (Figs. 6a, c).444

Recent studies have reported that improved SAM timescales in CMIP6 is related445

to a reduced equatorward bias in the jet latitude (Bracegirdle et al., 2020). However, the446

underlying physics that control the timescale of the SAM, and even annular modes in447

idealized models, remain unclear, making it difficult to pinpoint the source(s) of improve-448

ment and to devise strategies for further reducing the bias (Nie et al., 2014; Byrne et al.,449

2016; Hassanzadeh & Kuang, 2019). The reduced-order model (Eqs. (4)–(5)) suggests450

that the overly persistent annular modes in GCMs can be attributed to a too-strong EOF1-451

onto-EOF1 positive feedback, i.e., a too-large b11 (Chen & Plumb, 2009; Hassanzadeh452

& Kuang, 2016). For example, b11 in the idealized GCM with the non-propagating regime453

is 2.6 times larger than it is in ERA5 (Table 2), and the annular mode in this GCM is454

5.6 times more persistent (e-folding decorrelation time of 11.3 days versus 64.5 days).455

Until recently, this was believed to be the reason for the too-persistent SAM in CMIP456

models. However, as shown in Sheshadri and Plumb (2017) and firmly demonstrated in457

Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021), for propagating annular modes, the e-folding decorre-458

lation time depends not only on the decay rate but also on the period of the decaying-459

oscillatory mode, and the latter is a function of all four feedback amplitudes (Eq. (7)).460

In fact, increasing the period increases the decorrelation time and thus the persistence461

(Lubis & Hassanzadeh, 2021). For example, the idealized GCM with a propagating regime462

has a b11 value that is comparable to that of the GCM with a non-propagating regime463

(just 25% smaller; see Table 2); however, the decorrelation time in this setup is compa-464
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rable to that of the reanalysis (14.1 days versus 11.3 days). The implication of these re-465

sults is that overly persistent annular modes might be partially (if not entirely) due to466

a periodicity that is too long, for example, because of small cross-EOF feedbacks or even467

the total absence of the propagating regime. This suggests that GCMs with well-simulated468

propagating regimes will have more realistic annular mode timescales than GCMs with469

weakly or non- propagating regimes.470

To better understand the connections between the persistence of the SAM and the471

propagating regimes in the CMIP models, we first analyze the z1z2 cross-correlations in472

Figs. 6b, d. The multi-model mean and the spread of the z1z2 cross-correlations indi-473

cate that the propagating regime is better represented by the CMIP6 models compared474

to CMIP5 models. In particular, the z1z2 cross-correlations in many CMIP5 models are475

too small and near zero at positive lags, indicating poorly coupled EOF1 and EOF2, and476

hence, weak or non-existing propagating regimes.477

To better quantify the effect of the propagating regime and the associated period-478

icity on the SAM persistence, we first compute two measures: 1) the similarity between479

the z1z2 cross-correlation functions from each model and reanalysis data (e.g., ERA5),480

and 2) the periodicity of the SAM in each model. For (1), we compute the pattern cor-481

relation (r) and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between z1z2 of each model and ERA5482

for lag times of −30 to +30 days, which represent the period of the maximum cross-correlations483

in ERA5 (see Fig. 6b). We use both r and RMSE to separately capture the similarity484

in structure and in amplitude of the cross-correlation functions. For (2), we compute λI ,485

which as described before, is the imaginary part of the eigenvalue of the POP/DMD mode486

corresponding to the propagating annular mode (see Materials and Methods). We use487

λI , rather than the peak of the z1 spectrum, because finding this eigenvalue in the POP/DMD488

analysis is more robust and objective compared to finding the spectral peak.489

Figures 7a and d show the CMIP5 and CMIP6 models on a r-RMSE map. We have490

applied a k-means cluster algorithm (Hartigan & Wong, 1979) to the r and RMSE val-491

ues and retained only three clusters, representing the high-fidelity (black), medium-fidelity,492

and low-fidelity models. Consistent with the results of Fig. 6b and d, more CMIP6 mod-493

els compared to CMIP5 models are clustered in the region of small (high) RMSE (r) val-494

ues, indicating more similarity with the ERA5 z1z2 cross-correlation function. Figures 7b495

and e present the decorrelation timescale of z1 (the commonly used metric for SAM’s496

persistence (Gerber, Voronin, & Polvani, 2008; Gerber, Polvani, & Ancukiewicz, 2008))497

as a function or r, demonstrating that SAM’s persistence is better represented in mod-498

els with higher r (the relationship is more evident in CMIP5 models). Figures 7c and499

f further show, clearly, that models with too-persistent SAM (and low r, high RMSE)500

in fact have periodicities that are too long. Considered all together, these results are con-501

sistent with the solution of the reduced-order model (Eq. 7), which indicates that overly502

persistent annular modes might be partially (if not entirely) due to a periodicity that503

is too long.504

Based on these findings, we argue that capturing the propagating regime of SAM505

and its periodicity should be considered as a part of CMIP model evaluations, and that506

such analysis can potentially reveal the source(s) of model biases and lead to improve-507

ments. We suggest a combination of (r, RMSE, and λI), which can be easily computed508

from z1 and z2, as a new metric for this purpose, which should be used along with the509

commonly used metric, i.e., the decorrelation time of z1.510

5 Summary and Discussion511

In this study, we show that the Southern Hemisphere large-scale extratropical at-512

mospheric circulation has an intrinsic, ultra-low-frequency oscillation with a period of513

∼150 days. This periodicity is robustly detectable via two vastly different (and indepen-514
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dent) methods: one is based on analyzing the power spectrum of the SAM’s zonal in-515

dex and the other is based on analyzing the leading dynamical mode of the daily zonal-516

mean zonal wind (obtained from a POP/DMD analysis). The 150-day period is firmly517

consistent with the predictions of a new reduced-order model for propagating annular518

modes introduced recently by Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021). The reduced-order model519

(Eqs. (4) and (5)) and idealized modeling experiments suggest that the periodicity is tied520

to the existence of a propagating regime in the SAM in which the two leading EOFs of521

the zonal-mean zonal wind interact and form a decaying-oscillatory mode of variability.522

The timescale of this periodic oscillation depends on the strengths of the feedbacks that523

these two EOFs exert on themselves and on each other by modifying the eddy momen-524

tum fluxes at the shorter timescales of 10−20 days. As such, unlike many other peri-525

odic oscillations in the climate system that are externally generated by astronomical/orbital526

forcing, this periodicity is internally generated. The idealized GCM experiments (with527

a dry dynamical core) show unambiguously that the periodicity is intrinsic to the extra-528

tropical atmosphere, i.e., it arises from the extratropical troposphere’s internal dynam-529

ics and exists in the absence of ocean and tropical variabilities (including QBO and ENSO)530

and the seasonal cycle. Note that while here we show the propagating annular mode (and531

periodicity) in one specific setup of the dry dynamical core, there are various setups of532

this idealized GCM that produce the propagating regime (Son & Lee, 2006; Sheshadri533

& Plumb, 2017). Examining some of these setups shows that, unsurprisingly, the prop-534

agating regimes of some mean states might have periods other than 150 days, such as,535

for example, 170 days, though they are always consistent with the predictions of Eq. (7).536

This periodicity in the SAM is only the second example of periodicity arising from537

the internal dynamics of the extratropical large-scale atmospheric circulation, whose tur-538

bulent nature favors chaotic rather than periodic (and ordered) variability. The only other539

example is the recently discovered BAM (Thompson & Barnes, 2014), which also occurs540

in the Southern Hemisphere. It should be noted that the 150-day periodicity of the SAM541

reported here and the 20–30-day periodicity of the BAM not only have different timescales542

but also have different mechanisms. Unlike the dynamics of the SAM’s periodicity de-543

scribed above, the BAM is a result of the interaction between the anomalous baroclin-544

icity and eddy heat flux associated with a single EOF, the leading EOF of the EKE. In545

general, the BAM and SAM are viewed as independent modes (Thompson & Woodworth,546

2014), although a few recent studies have suggested some connections between them (Boljka547

et al., 2018; Lindgren et al., 2020).548

The periodicity reported here is a fundamental component of the Southern Hemi-549

sphere large-scale circulation variability and dynamics. Additionally, the periodicity might550

potentially have important implications for the Southern Hemisphere climate variabil-551

ity and for climate model evaluations. As shown in the current study, footprints of the552

150-day periodicity can be clearly detected in the power spectra and composite analy-553

ses of the precipitation and ocean surface wind stress. While the 150-day periodicity op-554

erates on timescales dominated by the seasonal cycle, it could amplify/suppress the sea-555

sonal cycle’s influence on Southern Hemisphere oceans and, more broadly, climate vari-556

ability, given the SAM’s well-known influence across a broad range of timescales. Whether557

such an impact is significant, and how this periodicity might change under anthropogenic558

climate change, should be studied in future work. It should also be mentioned that in559

all reanalysis products (and in CESM-WACCM), there is another noticeable peak in the560

power spectra of z1 at >500 days (Figs. 1a, b and S1-S2). This peak is likely related to561

what is discussed by Byrne et al. (2016) and is attributed to the influence of ENSO and562

QBO on the Southern Hemisphere polar vortex variability; therefore, unlike the ∼150-563

day periodicity, it is not internally generated in the extratropical circulation.564

How well the GCMs simulate the spatio-temporal variability of the SAM is often565

used as a key metric in evaluating their fidelity. The most common metric is the e-folding566

decorrelation time of the zonal index (z1), which is a measure of the SAM’s temporal567
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persistence (Gerber, Voronin, & Polvani, 2008). Until now, the well-documented overly568

persistent SAM (too large decorrelation time) of CMIP models was often attributed to569

a too-strong EOF1-onto-EOF1 positive feedback. Here, we show strong connections be-570

tween the SAM’s persistence, and how well the SAM’s propagating regime and the cor-571

responding periodicity are simulated in a model compared to reanalysis (Figs. 6 and 7).572

These results suggest that a too-weak EOF1-EOF2 cross-feedback is even more likely573

to be the source of this bias. Building on these findings, we suggest a new metric for fur-574

ther quantitatively evaluating GCMs. Note that calculating the 4 feedback values in CMIP575

models could be particularly insightful; however, such calculations require subdaily data576

(Ma et al., 2017), which are currently unavailable for most models.577

Finally, a deeper dynamical understanding of propagating annular modes, cross-578

EOF feedbacks, and the periodicity is needed to improve GCMs and better analyze the579

Southern Hemisphere climate variability. The reduced-order model (Eqs. (4) and (5))580

shows that non-zero cross-EOF eddy feedbacks are necessary for the existence of the prop-581

agating regime (Eq. (6)); however, this does not rule out the possibility that the prop-582

agating anomalies themselves might be essential for the cross-EOF eddy feedbacks (Lorenz583

& Hartmann, 2001; Lubis & Hassanzadeh, 2021). Extensive idealized modeling exper-584

iments by S. Lee et al. (2007) and Son and Lee (Son & Lee, 2006) suggested that the prop-585

agating and non-propagating regimes dominate when the climatological zonal-mean zonal586

wind has double- and single-jet structures, respectively. Their analysis further pointed587

to the critical role of the mean potential vorticity meridional distribution and an orches-588

trated combination of linear Rossby wave propagation, nonlinear wave breaking, and ra-589

diative relaxation as the key component of the propagating regime dynamics (also, note590

that while the periodicity is internally generated in the extratropical troposphere, phe-591

nomena such as ENSO and QBO can indirectly influence it by modifying the tropospheric592

mean state). Further theoretical, observational, and modeling analyses are needed to fully593

understand how the mean state and other factors determine the four feedback amplitudes594

in Eqs. (6) and (7), and thus the regime and timescale of the periodicity. In summary,595

such a deep dynamical understanding, combined with the new metric introduced above,596

can lead to a better understanding the source(s) of CMIP models’ biases (those related597

to SAM and its impacts), and potentially improving the GCMs.598

Appendix A Principal Oscillation Pattern (POP) and Dynamic Mode599

Decomposition (DMD) Analysis600

Let’s consider a dynamical system that is exactly or approximately modeled by the
linear equation

ẋ = Ax+ ξ, (A1)
where x(t) is the state vector of size n, A is the dynamical operator (n×n matrix), and601

ξ(t) represents stochastic noise (a vector of size n). If A is not known but a large enough602

number of snapshots of x, i.e., {x1, x2 . . . xN}, are available, then A (and thus its eigen-603

vectors and eigenvalues) can be approximated. One common approach to finding A from604

climate data is the linear inverse modeling (LIM) method of Penland (Penland, 1989),605

which uses the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation to Eq. (A1); in this approach, the606

eigenvectors of A are often called principal oscillation patterns (POPs)(Hasselmann, 1988).607

Another approach, more recently developed in the dynamical systems community based608

on least-squares regression, is dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) (Schmid, 2010); in609

this approach, the eigenvectors of A are called DMD modes. While the derivations, in-610

terpretations, and numerics of LIM and DMD are different, they are in fact mathemat-611

ically identical (Tu et al., 2014; Khodkar & Hassanzadeh, 2018).612

We mention DMD here for two reasons. First, extensive theoretical work in recent613

years has shown that DMD modes are dynamically relevant even for nonlinear systems,614

and in fact, under some conditions (including N → ∞), the DMD modes converge to615

the nonlinear system’s true dynamical modes, the so-called Koopman modes (Rowley616
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et al., 2009; Arbabi & Mezić, 2017); see Ghil and Lucarini (2020) for recent work in the617

context of the climate system. These findings provide further support for the relevance618

of POP/DMD modes to the analysis of the extratropical circulation, where the under-619

lying dynamics are inherently nonlinear. Second, calculations of the POP/DMD modes620

from data for high-dimensional nonlinear systems may not be robust when N is not large621

enough, as is the case in practice (Sheshadri & Plumb, 2017; Khodkar & Hassanzadeh,622

2018; Hassanzadeh & Kuang, 2016). A number of stable numerical algorithms for the623

robust computation of the POP/DMD modes have been introduced by the dynamical624

systems community; here, we use the Exact DMD algorithm of Tu et al. (2014).625

Suppose that xk includes the zonal-mean zonal wind pattern on day k. The pat-626

tern, which is a function of latitude and pressure, is weighted by
√
cos(ϕ) and vector-627

ized (size = n). Then, N sequential daily snapshots form matrices X and Y:628

X = [x1 x2 ... xN−θ], (A2)
Y = [x1+θ x2+θ ... xN ], (A3)

where θ is a chosen time lag (further discussed later). The size of matrices X and Y is
n× (N − θ). The reduced singular value decomposition (SVD) of matrix X leads to

X = UΣV∗, (A4)

where ∗ indicates the conjugate transpose. The matrix L(θ) = exp(Aθ) is then esti-
mated as

L̃(θ) = U∗YVΣ−1, (A5)

where L̃ = U∗LU. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of matrix L̃ are calculated using
eigendecomposition:

L̃(θ) = WΓ(θ)W−1, (A6)

where the diagonal elements of Γ are the eigenvalues of L. The columns of W are re-
lated to the eigenvectors of L and A via

Φ = UW, (A7)

where the columns of Φ are the POP/DMD modes, i.e., the eigenvectors of A. The eigen-
values of A are the diagonal elements λ of matrix Λ, which is computed as

Λ =
1

θ
ln Γ. (A8)

Unlike EOF modes, which are always real and orthonormal, the POP/DMD modes (and
their eigenvalues λ) can be complex numbers, and in general they are not orthonormal.
As a result, the POP/DMD modes can identify decaying as well as decaying-oscillatory
modes. In particular,

λ = λR ± iλI , (A9)

where the real part λR is the decay rate and the imaginary part λI is the frequency of629

oscillation. It should be noted that while the numerical procedure outlined in Eqs. (A4)–630

(A8) might seem different from the common LIM algorithm, they are in fact mathemat-631

ically the same. Both DMD and LIM attempt to compute L(θ) = YX#, where # is632

the pseudo-inverse; see Khodkar and Hassanzadeh (Khodkar & Hassanzadeh, 2018) for633

details.634

There are two issues that require further discussion: i) the choice of θ and ii) the635

identification of the “leading” POP/DMD modes. Regarding (i), Figs. S3 and S7 show636

that the estimated λR and λI are fairly insensitive to θ (2π/λI is the periodicity reported637

in Tables 1 and S1). Regarding (ii), although EOFs are naturally ranked based on their638

explained variances, no such obvious ranking exists for the POP/DMD modes. Here, we639
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follow the objective approach outlined in Sheshadri and Plumb (2017) in order to iden-640

tify the leading POP/DMD mode in each dataset. For data in which the annular mode641

is in the propagating regime, the leading POP/DMD mode is considered to be the mode642

whose real and imaginary parts have the largest pattern correlation with the combined643

EOF1 and EOF2. To be clearer, this is done by first vectorizing the real and imaginary644

parts of each POP/DMD mode, stacking them together, and then calculating the spa-645

tial pattern correlation with respect to a vector of stacked EOF1 and EOF2 patterns.646

The leading POP/DMD mode found in this way for each dataset/GCM is complex-valued647

and has a pattern correlation of > 0.9 with the EOF1-EOF2 vector. For the idealized648

GCM in which the annular mode is in the non-propagating regime, such an approach649

would yield a maximum pattern correlation of just ∼ 0.5, indicating that no POP/DMD650

mode contains both EOF1 and EOF2. In this case, we choose the two POP/DMD modes651

whose real parts have the highest pattern correlations with EOF1 and with EOF2, sep-652

arately. This approach yields pattern correlations of > 0.85 and POP/DMD modes that653

are real (Figs. 2e, f).654

For the results reported in Fig. 2 and Tables 1 and S1, the value of the time lag655

θ used in the calculation of POP/DMD modes (Eqs. (A2) and (A3)) is 11 days for ERA5,656

20 days for the idealized GCM with a propagating regime, 60 days for the idealized GCM657

with a non-propagating regime, 11 days for CESM1 (WACCM), 11 days for MERRA2,658

5 days for NCEP1, and 6 days for NCEP2. For each case, this value of θ leads to the lead-659

ing POP/DMD mode with the highest pattern correlation with the coupled EOF1-EOF2660

mode. We apply the same procedure to find the periodicity of propagating annular modes661

in CMIP models (Figs. 7c, f). We choose the two POP/DMD modes whose real and662

imaginary parts have the highest correlation with the combined EOF1 and EOF2 at lag663

times θ (1–30 days), which is a range of the decorrelation timescales in CMIP models.664

Appendix B Composite Analysis of Precipitation and Surface Wind665

Stress666

The composite analysis in Fig. 3 is performed using the zonal index, z1, from ERA5667

year-round data from 1979–2020. First, z1 is band-pass filtered for the period range of668

140–160 days, which corresponds to the period around the peak of the z1 spectrum (Fig.669

1), by using a Lanczos filtering technique with 601 weights. Then, the dates at which670

this band-pass-filtered time-series reaches its local maxima and minima are identified (cen-671

tral dates). The filtering is important for removing other variability that may obscure672

the signals. Finally, the filtered anomalies at a specific lag time from the central dates673

corresponding to the maxima are averaged. The lag times used are 0, −75, and +75 days.674

Similarly, the anomalies at a specific lag time from the central dates corresponding to675

the minima are averaged. Figure 3 shows the difference between these composites (the676

composite corresponding to the maxima minus the one corresponding to the minima).677

This composite technique has been used by others, e.g., Thiéblemont (Thiéblemont et678

al., 2015), who created North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) composites with respect to an679

11-year solar signal by applying a quasi-decadal band-pass filter to NAO indices and anoma-680

lous fields.681

Open Research682

The ERA5 dataset (Hersbach et al., 2020) is publicly available at https://apps683

.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/interim-full-daily/. The MERRA2 dataset (Bosilovich684

et al., 2015) is publicly available at https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/reanalysis/MERRA685

-2/. The NCEP1 dataset (Kalnay et al., 1996) and the NCEP2 dataset (Kanamitsu et686

al., 2002) are publicly available at https://psl.noaa.gov/data/. The CESM-WACCM687

used to generate the data is publicly available at https://www.cesm.ucar.edu/models/688

cesm/ and the GFDL idealized GCM is publicly available at https://www.gfdl.noaa689
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.gov/\\idealized-spectral-models-quickstart/. The time-series for zonal indices690

and eddy momentum forcings (z and m) calculated from ERA5 data, the two idealized691

GCM setups, and CESM-WACCM have been made available via Zenodo (http://doi692

.org/10.5281/\\zenodo.5085479). The MATLAB and NCL codes for calculating POP/DMD693

modes are available at https://github.com/sandrolubis/\\DMD-HDMD-Annular-Modes.694

The NCL codes for feedback calculations have been shared at https://github.com/sandrolubis/695

Cross-EOF-Eddy-Feedback-Model.696
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(a) ERA5

(c) GCM with propagating regime

predicted from theory

(d) GCM with non-propagating regime

~150 days periodicity

predicted from theory
~150 days periodicity

(b) CESM-WACCM

predicted from theory
~150 days periodicity

Figure 1. Periodicity of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) in reanalysis data, a fully cou-
pled Earth system model (CESM-WACCM), and two idealized GCM setups. Solid black lines
show the normalized power spectra of the Southern Hemisphere zonal index z1 in (a) ERA5
(1979–2020 year-round), (b) CESM-WACCM, (c) an idealized GCM with a propagating regime,
and (d) an idealized GCM with a non-propagating regime. Note that z1 is computed from sea-
sonal cycle-removed data (see Materials and Methods). The grey shading represents the standard
error of the mean: it was computed as the 5% and 95% confidence intervals of the bootstrapped
distribution across trials. The red-noise spectra are indicated by the solid blue lines, and the
dashed blue lines are the 5% and 95% a priori confidence limits. In panels (a) to (c), the vertical
red line and the shading around it show the mean and 25th to 75th percentiles of the theoreti-
cally predicted frequency distribution from Eq. (7); the mean period is ∼150 days (see Table 1
for details). For all cases shown in this figure, except for panel (d), the criterion for the exis-
tence of the propagating annular mode (Eq. (6)) is satisfied and Eq. (7) accurately predicts the
periodicity. See Materials and Methods and the Supporting Information for more details about
the reanalysis data, idealized GCM setups, CESM-WACCM simulation, and spectral analysis of
the time-series (including the bootstrapping). Figure S1 shows panel (a) but for different time
periods and choices of parameters in spectral analysis. Figure S2 shows the same analysis but for
three other reanalysis products.
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ERA5
GCM with 


propagating regime
GCM with 


non-propagating regime

Figure 2. Periodicity in the dynamical modes of the zonal-mean Southern Hemisphere ex-
tratropical large-scale circulation. Shading shows the (a) real and (b) imaginary parts of the
leading POP/DMD mode from year-round ERA5 data from 1979–2020. Contour lines show the
(a) EOF1 and (b) EOF2 patterns. Blue and dashed lines indicate negative values, i.e., easterlies
(zero lines are omitted). (c, d) The same as panels (a) and (b) but for the idealized GCM with a
propagating regime. In panels (a)–(d), λR and λI are the real and imaginary parts, respectively,
of the eigenvalue associated with the POP/DMD mode. The periodicity of each mode is 2π/λI

≈ 150 days. The periodicities of the leading POP/DMD modes in panels (a) and (b) and (c) and
(d) closely match the periodicities that were theoretically predicted using Eq. (7); see Table 1.
(e) The POP/DMD mode (shading) that most closely resembles EOF1 (contour lines). This
POP/DMD mode is real and has a real eigenvalue. (f) The same as panel (e) but for EOF2. This
mode is also real. See Materials and Methods for more details about the reanalysis data and ide-
alized GCM setups, and Appendix A for details about the POP/DMD analysis. Figure S6 shows
the same analysis but for three other reanalysis products.
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(a)

(e)

(i)

(b) (c) (d)

(f) (g) (h)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 3. Periodicity in Southern Hemisphere precipitation and surface wind stress. Spec-
tra of the zonal-mean (a) vertically averaged (total) precipitation, (e) zonal wind stress, and (i)
meridional wind stress. Precipitation data are from year-round ERA5 data from 1979–2020 and
wind stress data are from year-round NCEP1 data from 1979–2020. The power spectra are calcu-
lated for hemispheric averages (20◦S–80◦S) of the anomalous fields. The grey shading represents
the standard error of the mean; it was computed as the 5% and 95% confidence intervals of the
bootstrapped distribution across trials. The red-noise spectra are indicated by the solid blue
lines and the dashed blue lines are the 5% and 95% a priori confidence limits. The red vertical
line and its shading show the mean and 25th–75th percentiles of the theoretically predicted pe-
riodicity from Eq. (7), which is ∼ 150 days; see Table 1. The remaining panels show the lagged
composited differences for (b–d) anomalous total precipitation, (f–h) zonal wind stress, and (j–l)
meridional wind stress. The composites are computed by first averaging the anomalies at lags of
0, −75, or +75 days with respect to dates at which the 140–160-day band-pass-filtered z1 reaches
local maxima or minima, and then calculating the difference (maxima minus minima) for each
lag. Composites are shown southward of 20◦ and hatching indicates statistical significance at the
95% level based on a t-test. See Materials and Methods and Supporting Information for more
details about the data and spectral analysis of the time-series, and Appendix B for details about
the composite analysis.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

(a) EOF1 (38.3%) (b) EOF2 (20.2%)

(c)

Figure 4. The Southern Annular Mode (SAM) in ERA5 reanalysis data. (a, b) Shading
shows the patterns of EOF1 and EOF2, which are the two leading EOFs of zonal-mean zonal
wind anomalies in the Southern Hemisphere from year-round ERA5 data from 1979–2020. The
two leading EOFs contribute 38.3% and 20.2% to the total variance, respectively. The contour
lines represent the climatological zonal-mean zonal wind with an interval of 5 m/s. (c) One-point
lag-correlation map of the zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies integrated across the depth of the
troposphere (1000–100 hPa), reconstructed from projections onto the two leading EOFs of the
zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies. The base latitude is at 30◦S, which is the position of the
maximum negative wind anomalies of EOF2 at low latitudes; see panel (b). Contour lines have
intervals of 0.1, dashed lines indicate negative values, and zero lines are omitted. Shading shows
values that are significant at the 95% level based on a t-test. (d) Cross-correlation between the
PCs, z1(t) and z2(t). (e) Cross-correlation between m1 and z1 (red) and m2 and z2 (blue). (f)
Cross-correlation between m1 and z2 (red) and m2 and z1 (blue). m1(t) and m2(t) are the eddy
momentum forcing time series, computed as the eddy momentum flux divergence regressed onto
z1 and z2, respectively. Note that in panels (d)–(f), the y axes have different ranges for better il-
lustration. In these panels, the grey shading represents the 5% significance level according to the
Bartlett test. Note that the ratio of the EOF1 to EOF2 explained variances is 1.9 and the clima-
tological jet structure are consistent with the rule of thumb for the existence of the propagating
regime of annular modes: the ratio should be < 2 and there should be a double-jet structure
(Son & Lee, 2006; Son et al., 2008; S. Lee et al., 2007). See Materials and Methods and the Sup-
porting Information for more information about the reanalysis data, the calculation of z and m,
one-point lag-correlation maps, and the Bartlett test.
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(b) GCM with propagating regime 

(a) GCM with non-propagating regime (c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5. Propagating and non-propagating annular modes in two idealized GCM setups.
The two setups of the idealized GCM (a dry dynamical core), with one producing the propagat-
ing regime and the other producing the non-propagating regime of the annular modes, are de-
scribed in Materials and Methods (the patterns of EOFs and climatologies are shown in Fig. S3).
(a, b) One-point lag-correlation map, similar to Fig. 4c, for the setup with the non-propagating
regime (top) and the setup with the propagating regime (bottom). The base latitude for the
one-point lag-correlation map is 32◦S (25◦S) for the propagating (non-propagating) regime; it was
chosen as the location of the maximum negative wind anomalies of EOF2 at low latitudes (see
Fig. S3). Using the same base latitude of 30◦S for both setups leads to qualitatively similar maps
(Lubis & Hassanzadeh, 2021). See the caption of Fig. 4 for information about the contour lines
and shading. (c) Cross-correlation of z1 and z2. (d) Cross-correlation of m1 and z1 (red) and m2

and z2 (blue). (e) Cross-correlation of m1 and z2 (red) and m2 and z1 (blue). In panels (c)–(e),
solid and dashed lines indicate the propagating and non-propagating regimes, respectively. As
in Fig. 4, grey shading represents the 5% significance level according to the Bartlett test. See
Materials and Methods and the Supporting Information for more information about the idealized
GCM setups, the calculation of z and m, one-point lag-correlation maps, and the Bartlett test.
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CMIP5 CMIP6

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. The autocorrelation function of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) zonal index
and the cross-correlation between the PCs of EOF1 and EOF2 in the CMIP5 and CMIP6 mod-
els. (a, c) Autocorrelation function of z1, and (b, d) cross-correlation of z1 and z2. The thin lines
indicate individual models, the thick red lines indicate the multi-model mean, and the thick black
lines indicate ERA5 reanalysis. See Materials and Methods and the Supporting Information for
more details about the CMIP models and the calculations of z1 and z2 time-series.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7. The impact of the quality of the simulated propagating regime on the SAM per-
sistence in CMIP5 and CMIP6 models. (a, d) k-means cluster analysis of r and RMSE values
for each model. The higher (smaller) the r (RMSE) value, the better the model is at simulating
the propagating regime. (b, e) Relationship between r and the e-folding decorrelation timescale
of z1 (commonly used as the measure of persistence (Gerber, Voronin, & Polvani, 2008; Gerber,
Polvani, & Ancukiewicz, 2008)). The horizontal dashed line indicates the timescale in ERA5. (c,
f) Relationship between λI from the POP/DMD analysis and the decorrelation timescale. λI is
the imaginary part of the eigenvalue of the POP/DMD mode corresponding to the propagating
annular mode, indicating the period of the propagating SAM (see Materials and Methods and
Appendix A).
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1. Calculation of Feedback Strengths bij from Data

The feedback strengths in the coupled EOF1-EOF2 reduced-order model (Eqs. (4)-(5))

are estimated using the method introduced in Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021), which is

based on the lagged-regression method of Simpson, Shepherd, Hitchcock, and Scinocca

(2013). We first define regℓ(x(t), y(t)) = sum(x(t + ℓ)y(t)) for any time-series x(t) and

y(t) and a time lag ℓ. As discussed in the main text, m̃j is the random component of

the eddy forcing, independent from the zonal-mean flow, i.e., independent from z1 or z2

(Simpson et al., 2013). Therefore, regℓ(m̃j, zk) ≈ 0 (for j, k=1,2) at positive lags ℓ longer

than eddy lifetime (note that positive lags mean zk leads). To find the values of b11 and

b12, each term in the linear feedback equation m1 = m̃1 + b11z1 + b12z2 is lag-regressed, at

some positive lag ℓ > 7 days, onto z1 and then separately onto z2, to arrive at the linear,

coupled system [
regℓ(z1, z1) regℓ(z2, z1)
regℓ(z1, z2) regℓ(z2, z2)

] [
b11
b12

]
=

[
regℓ(m1, z1)
regℓ(m1, z2)

]
(1)

where regℓ(m̃1, z1) ≈ 0 and regℓ(m̃1, z2) ≈ 0 are used. Similarly, we lag-regressed each

term in the linear feedback equation m2 = m̃2 + b21z1 + b22z2 onto z1 and then z2, to

obtain [
regℓ(z1, z1) regℓ(z2, z1)
regℓ(z1, z2) regℓ(z2, z2)

] [
b21
b22

]
=

[
regℓ(m2, z1)
regℓ(m2, z2)

]
. (2)

In the method introduced in Simpson et al. (2013) for the single-EOF1 model LH01,

b12 = 0, therefore, b11 can be computed directly from regℓ(z1, z1) and regℓ(m1, z1). Here,

we solve the system of equations (S1) to find b11 and b12. Similarly, the system of equations

(S2) is solved to find b21 and b22.

The proper time lag ℓ to use in Eqs. (S1)-(S2) should be chosen by looking for non-

zero mj zk cross-correlations at positive lags beyond eddy lifetime. Simpson et al. (2013)

suggested to average b11 values computed over a range of ℓ longer than the synoptic
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timescale, which was also used by Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021) for bjk. Here, in an

approach similar to the one used by Nie, Zhang, Chen, Yang, and Burrows (2014) and to

provide uncertainties for estimates of bjk, we compute a distribution of bjk by averaging

the values obtained for ℓ = ℓi to ℓ = ℓi+∆ℓ ≤ ℓo where ∆ℓ = 1, 2 . . . 8 days, and ℓi and ℓo

are chosen for each model/dataset based on where cross-correlations become zero at small

(∼ 7 − 8 days) and large (∼ 15 − 20 days) lag times. Table 2 of the paper reports the

mean and 25th and 75th percentiles of each bjk distribution and the range of ℓi to ℓo for

ERA5, two setups of the idealized GCM, and CESM-WACCM. In all cases, the 25th-75th

percentiles range is fairly narrow, indicating weak sensitivity to ℓ.

It is worth mentioning that all methods proposed in the literature for estimating eddy-

zonal flow feedbacks from data have at least one free parameter such as ℓ; this includes

the spectral methods of Lorenz and Hartmann (2001) and Ma, Hassanzadeh, and Kuang

(2017). However, the latter study showed, using a test case for which the true feedback

strength was known through the linear response function method of Hassanzadeh and

Kuang (2019), that the sensitivity of the calculated feedback strengths to reasonable

choices of these free parameters was weak in the methods of Lorenz and Hartmann (2001),

Simpson et al. (2013), and Ma et al. (2017), consistent with what is found here.

Finally, it should be pointed out that in the reanalysis data, Lubis and Hassanzadeh

(2021) found b13 and b23 to be small and statistically insignificant, indicating that EOF3

does not exert feedbacks onto EOF1 or EOF2 and is uncoupled from them. Therefore, the

coupled EOF1-EOF2 model (Eqs. (4)-(5)) is enough for the current Southern Hemisphere

large-scale circulation.
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2. Analytical Solution of the Coupled EOF1-EOF2 Reduced-Order Model,

Eqs. (4)-(5)

The analytical solution of the coupled system Eqs. (4)-(5) in the deterministic limit is

discussed in detail in Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021). Briefly, we set m̃j = 0 and re-write

the equations as a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in the matrix form:

ż = Az, (3)

where

z =

[
z1
z2

]
, (4)

A =

[
b11 − 1

τ1
b12

b21 b22 − 1
τ2

]
. (5)

The solution of this system is

z = c1e
λ1tv1 + c2e

λ2tv2, (6)

where v and λ are the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of matrix A, respectively, and c1

and c2 are some constants that depend on the initial conditions. The eigenvalues λ of A

are

λ1,2 = −1

2

(
1

τ1
+

1

τ2
− b11 − b22

)
± 1

2

√{(
1

τ1
− 1

τ2

)
− (b11 − b22)

}2

+ 4b12b21. (7)

It is clear from Eq. (S7) that whether Eqs. (4)-(5) admit purely decaying or decaying-

oscillatory solutions depends on the sign of the term under the square root, leading to the

criterion in Eq. (6).

If Eq. (6) is not satisfied, then there is no oscillation and z just decays exponentially

according to

z = c1e
(−σ1t)v1 + c2e

(−σ2t)v2. (8)

where σ1,2 = −λ1,2 > 0 are the decay rates. This solution corresponds to the non-

propagating annular modes and is characterized by overly persistent and dominant z1
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(see Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021) for more details). If Eq. (6) is satisfied, then a

decaying-oscillatory solution of the form

z = c1e
(−σt)e(iωt)v1 + c2e

(−σt)e(−iωt)v2 (9)

exists, where decay rate σ (Eq. (S10)) and oscillation frequency ω (Eq. (7)) are the real

and imaginary parts of λ1,2 = −σ ± iω from Eq. (S7):

σ =
1

2

(
1

τ1
+

1

τ2
− b11 − b22

)
, (10)

This solution corresponds to the propagating annular modes and is characterized by

strongly coupled z1 and z2 of comparable persistence and dominance (see Lubis and Has-

sanzadeh (2021)). Note that under the reasonable simplification τ1 ≈ τ2 (see Table 2),

the criterion in Eq. (6) reduces to (b11 − b22)
2 < −4b12b21 as the necessary and sufficient

condition for the existence of the propagating regime. It is clear from this equation (or

from Eq. (6)) that a necessary (but not sufficient) condition is

b12b21 < 0. (11)

Equation (S11) shows that non-zero cross-EOF feedbacks of opposite sign are necessary

for the propagating regime, a condition that is clearly satisfied in ERA5, idealized GCM

with propagating regime, and CESM-WACCM (Table 2).

3. Spectral Analysis of Time-Series

For the spectral analyses in Figs. 1, 3, S1 and S2, we divide the time-series into 1052-

day segments that overlap by 500 days and are windowed by a Hanning window (Lorenz

& Hartmann, 2001; Ma et al., 2017). With this approach, the spectral estimates in Figs.

1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d (black curves) have ∼29, ∼190, ∼190 and ∼190 degrees of freedom,

respectively. To test the statistical significance of each spectrum, the “red-noise” spectral
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estimate Pred (f) at frequency f is calculated as:

Pred(f) =
σ2(1−R2)

1 +R2 − 2R cos(2πf)
, (12)

where R is the lag-1 autocorrelation coefficient of the time-series and σ2 is the variance

(Jenkins, 1968). Prior to the spectral analysis, the anomalies are detrended to remove

a linear trend, and smoothed using a 21-day centered moving average to avoid high-

frequency noises, similar to Sheshadri and Plumb (2017). As a result, the red noise would

shift from the centroid of the spectru because of the filtered anomaly field (see Fig. 2 in

Ventrice et al. (2013) for a similar example).

In Fig. S1, sensitivity of the zonal index z1 power spectrum to different choices of time

period, segment length, and overlap are examined. While there is some sensitivity at

higher frequencies, the ∼ 150 day peak is overall robust. The main sensitivity is with

respect to change in time period, but in all cases, the peak exists and its timescale agrees

with the theoretical prediction periodicity.

4. Stochastic Prototype

In Fig. S4, synthetic data from numerical integrations of a stochastic prototype is pre-

sented. The prototype is presented in detail in Lubis and Hassanzadeh (2021). Briefly,

the stochastic prototype consists of Eqs. (4)-(5) with time-series m̃1 and m̃2 modeled as

second-order autoregressive (AR2) noise processes, following Simpson et al. (2013), and

values of τ1, τ2, b11, b12, b21, and b22 prescribed (Table S2). For the control (CTL) experi-

ment, these values are chosen close to the observed ones in the Southern Hemisphere. In

the other three experiments, values of b12 and b21 are varied to change whether a propa-

gating or non-propagating regime exists (based on Eq. (6)) or to change the periodicity

of the propagation.
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5. Bartlett Test: Standard Errors of Cross Correlations

The standard error of the estimated cross-correlation rXY (ℓ) between two stationary

normal time-series {Xt} and {Yt} (t ∈ [0 T ]) at lag ℓ can be computed as (Bartlett,

1978)

var {rXY (ℓ)} =
1

T − |ℓ|

∞∑
g=−∞

[ρX(g)ρY (g)] , (13)

where ρX(g) and ρY (g) are the autocorrelation function of {Xt} and {Yt}, respectively.

The null hypothesis is rXY (ℓ) = 0, and it is rejected at the 5% significance level if

|rXY (ℓ)| > 2×
√

var {rXY (ℓ)}.

6. One-point Lag-correlation Map

The one-point lag-correlation maps in Figs. 4-5 are computed following Son and Lee

(2006). Briefly, we choose the position of the maximum negative wind anomalies of EOF2

at low latitudes as the base latitude. Then the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between

zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies at lag time l and latitude ϕ are computed with respect

to the zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies at the base latitude.
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Figure S1. Periodicity in the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) in ERA5 reanalysis with

respect to various changes in the methodology: different time periods (1950-1978, 1979-

2013, and 1950-2020), different window lengths (1052, 1536, and 1920 days), and different

overlaps (500, 768, and 960 days). See the caption of Fig. 1 for more details. Overall, the

observed 150-day periodicity is robust across various changes in the methodology and is

well predicted by the reduced-order model (Eq. (7)). Change in the predicted periodicity

is due to slight changes in the strength of the feedbacks in different periods (not shown).
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(a) MERRA2 (b) NCEP1

(c) NCEP2

Figure S2. Periodicity in the Southern Annular Model (SAM) of three other reanalysis

products. Same as Fig. 1 but for (a) MERRA2, (b) NCEP1, and (c) NCEP2. See Table

S1 for the mean and 25th to 75th percentiles of the theoretically predicted frequency

distribution from Eq. (7). See Materials and Methods for more information about each

reanalysis dataset and the spectral analysis of time-series.
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ERA5(a)

(c)

GCM with propagating regime(b)

GCM with non-propagating regime

θ (days) 

Figure S3. Dependence of the calculated eigenvalues λ of the leading POP/DMD modes

on the choice of time lag θ. (a) ERA5, (b) idealized GCM with the propagating regime,

and (c) idealized GCM with the non-propagating regime. Longer time lags are tested in

the idealized GCM given the abundance of data and longer zonal index autocorrelation

times.
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Experiment 3

Experiment 4

Experiment 2

Experiment 1

(b12,b21) x 1.5

(b12,b21) x 2.0

(b12,b21)  x 1.0

(b12,b21)  x 0.0

predicted from theory

Figure S4. Power spectra of z1 from synthetic data of the stochastic prototypes for

different combinations of cross-feedbacks (b12 and b21 relative to those in the Control

experiment are changed; see Table S2). The thin vertical lines mark the theoretically

predicted frequency from Eq. (7). For all cases shown in this figure, except for panel (c)

and the black line in panel (d), the criterion for the existence of the propagating annular

mode (Eq. (6)) is satisfied and Eq. (7) accurately predicts the periodicity.
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Figure S5. Patterns of EOF1, EOF2, and zonal-mean zonal wind climatology in two

setups of an idealized GCM. (a)-(b) Setup with the propagating regime. (c)-(d) Setup

with the non-propagating regime. Shading shows the EOF patterns, which are obtained

by regressing the Southern Hemisphere daily zonal-mean zonal wind onto z1 (PC1, left)

and z2 (PC2, right). The contour lines show the climatological zonal-mean zonal wind

with an interval of 5 m/s. Numbers in the parentheses show the variance explained by each

EOF. The ratio of EOF1/EOF2 explained variances and the climatological jet structure

in (a)-(b), but not in (c)-(d), are consistent with the rule of thumb for the existence of

the propagating regime of annular modes: ratio <2 and double jet are associated with

the propagating regime (Son & Lee, 2006; Son et al., 2008). See Materials and Methods

for details of each idealized GCM setup and the EOF analysis.
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MERRA2 NCEP1 NCEP2

Figure S6. Periodicity in the dynamical modes of the zonal-mean Southern Hemi-

sphere extratropical large-scale circulation. Same as Fig. 2 but for year-round MERRA2

(a)-(b), NCEP1 (c)-(d), and NCEP2 (e)-(f). Periodicity of each mode is 2π/λI ∼150

days. Periodicity of the leading POP/DMD mode in each dataset closely matches the

theoretically predicted ones through Eq. (7); see Table S1. See Materials and Methods

for more information about each reanalysis dataset and the POP/DMD calculations.
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MERRA2(a)

(c)

NCEP1(b)

NCEP2

θ (days) 

Figure S7. Dependence of the calculated eigenvalues λ of the leading POP/DMD

modes on the choice of time lag θ. (a) MERRA2, (b) NCEP1, and (c) NCEP2.
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Table S1. Periodicity of SAM in three other reanalysis datasets: MERRA2, NCEP1, and

NCEP2. The second column shows the periodicity predicted by the theoretically derived Eq. (7)

given the estimates of bjk and τj from data. The 25th and 75th percentiles provide a measure

of the uncertainty with respect to the choice of lag time l in estimating bjk (see Materials and

Methods). The third column shows the periodicity associated with the peak of z1 spectrum in

Figs. S2a-c. The last column shows the periodicity of the leading POP/DMD mode, computed

as 2π/λI , where λI is the imaginary part of the eigenvalue (Eq. (A9)). See Appendix for more

details about the POP/DMD calculations.

Data
Periodicity predicted by Eq. (7)

(25th, mean,75th)
(days)

Periodicity at the
peak of z1 spectrum

(days)

Periodicity of the
leading POP/DMD mode

(days)
MERRA2 (143.2, 150.1, 155.5) 150.3 149.5
NCEP1 (141.5, 151.8, 157.8) 150.3 148.8
NCEP2 (141.8, 149.8, 156.5) 150.3 152.8
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Table S2. Feedback strengths and damping timescales prescribed in 4 numerical experiments

with the stochastic prototypes to produce the synthetic data for Fig. 1d. See Materials and

Methods for details of the stochastic prototype. In all experiments, τ1=τ2=8 days is used. The

bjk values for the control (CTL) experiment are chosen close to the observed ones (Table 2).

Next to the last column shows the periodicity at the peak of z1 specrum in Fig. 1d for each

experiment. The last column shows the periodicity predicted by the theoretically derived Eq.

(7) for the given values of bjk and τj. Experiment 4 is in the non-propagating regime, i.e., the

criterion in Eq. (6) is not satisfied (simply because b12 b21=0).

Prescribed feedback strengths (day−1)Data
b11 b12 b21 b22

Periodicity at the peak
of z1 spectrum (day)

Periodicity predicted
by Eq. (7) (day)

Experiment 1
(CTL) 0.0485 0.0737 -0.0277 0.0142 150.3 149.2

Experiment 2 0.0485 CTL×1.5 CTL×1.5 0.0142 95.6 95.5
Experiment 3 0.0485 CTL×2.0 CTL×2.0 0.0142 70.1 70.7
Experiment 4 0.0485 0.0 0.0 0.0142 - -
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Table S3. List of 24 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models used

in this study. We use all available ensemble members from CMIP5 historical simulations for the

period 1960-2005 for Figs. 6-7.

Model # Institution Model Experiment Atmospheric Model
Resolution (Lon x Lat)

1 bcc-csm1-1-m historical 1.59◦ x 1.59◦
2 BCC bcc-csm1-1 historical 3.96◦ x 3.96◦
3 BNU BNU-ESM historical 3.96◦ x 3.96◦
4 CCCma CanESM2 historical 2.81◦ x 2.81◦
5 NCAR CCSM4 historical 1.25◦ x 0.94◦
6 CMCC-CM historical 1.06◦ x 1.06◦
7 CMCC CMCC-CMS historical 2.64◦ x 2.64◦
8 CNRM-CERFACS CNRM-CM5 historical 1.98◦ x 1.98◦
9 CSIRO-QCCCE CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 historical 1.93◦ x 1.93◦
10 LASG-CESS FGOALS-g2 historical 2.81◦ x 2.81◦
11 GFDL-CM3 historical 2.50◦ x 2.00◦
12 GFDL-ESM2G historical 2.50◦ x 2.00◦
13

NOAA-GFDL
GFDL-ESM2M historical 2.50◦ x 2.00◦

14 HadGEM2-CC historical 2.25◦ x 2.25◦
15 MOHC HadCM3 historical 2.50◦ x 3.75◦
16 INM INM-CM4 historical 2.00◦ x 1.50◦
17 MIROC-ESM historical 2.81◦ x 2.81◦
18 MIROC MIROC-ESM-CHEM historical 3.96◦ x 3.96◦
19 MPI-ESM-LR historical 1.88◦ x 1.87◦
20 MPI-ESM-MR historical 1.88◦ x 1.87◦
21

MPI-M
MPI-ESM-P historical 1.88◦ x 1.87◦

22 MRI-CGCM3 historical 1.59◦ x 1.59◦
23 MRI MRI-ESM1 historical 1.59◦ x 1.59◦
24 NCC NorESM1-M historical 2.50◦ x 1.89◦
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Table S4. List of 20 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) models used

in this study. We use all available ensemble members from CMIP6 historical simulations for the

period 1960-2005 for Figs. 6-7.

Model # Institution Model Experiment Atmospheric Model
Resolution (Lon x Lat)

1 CSIRO-ARCCSS ACCESS-ESM1-5 historical 2.25◦ x 2.25◦
2 BCC-CSM2-MR historical 1.13◦ x 1.13◦
3 BCC BCC-ESM1 historical 2.81◦ x 2.81◦
4 CAMS CAMS-CSM1-0 historical 1.13◦ x 1.13◦
5 CCCma CanESM5 historical 2.81◦ x 2.81◦
6 NCAR CESM2-WACCM historical 1.25◦ x 0.94◦
7 CNRM-CM6-1 historical 1.40◦ x 1.40◦
8 CNRM-CERFACS CNRM-ESM2-1 historical 1.40◦ x 1.40◦
9 NOAA-GFDL GFDL-CM4 historical 1.25◦ x 1.00◦
10 NASA-GISS GISS-E2-1-G historical 2.50◦ x 2.00◦
11 MOHC HadGEM3-GC31-LL historical 1.88◦ x 1.25◦
12 INM INM-CM5-0 historical 2.50◦ x 2.50◦
13 IPSL IPSL-CM6A-LR historical 2.50◦ x 1.26◦
14 NIMS-KMA KACE-1-0-G historical 1.88◦ x 1.25◦
15 MIROC6 historical 1.98◦ x 1.98◦
16 MIROC MIROC-ES2L historical 2.80◦ x 2.80◦
17 MPI-M MPI-ESM1-2-LR historical 1.88◦ x 1.87◦
18 MRI MRI-ESM2-0 historical 1.59◦ x 1.59◦
19 NCC NorESM2-LM historical 2.50◦ x 1.88◦
20 MOHC UKESM1-0-LL historical 1.88◦ x 1.25◦
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